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fixed income market were a major factor in the
defensive posturing of Credit Select Risk-Managed for most of the first quarter. Additionally, these allocations were also a function of
high yield credit spreads widening to their highest level since December 2020.

High yield bond issuance has dramatically slowed in 2022 following the record setting pace seen in the last two calendar years.
Following the pandemic induced interest rate cuts, issuance from speculative rated companies surged as the riskier segment of
borrowers sought to capitalize on historically low costs of debt. Amid the torrent rise in yields as of late, high yield issuance totaled
$50 billion during the first quarter compared with $155 billion issued in 1Q 2021. However, demand for high yield bonds is expected to
remain robust while the current economic landscape provides challenges to fixed income investors seeking positive levels of income
on a real basis. Supply constraints in conjunction with strong demand ought to provide a tailwind to these spread assets going
forward.
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Source: WST, Factset. Monthly Credit Select Risk-Managed model allocations and the monthly option-adjusted spread over treasuries for the Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Corporate
index, for the period three years ended March 31, 2022.

Notes & Disclosures
Index Returns – all shown in US dollars
All returns shown trailing 3/31/2022 for the period indicated. “YTD” refers to the total return as of prior-year end, while the other returns are annualized. 3-month and annualized returns are
shown for:
• The Barclay’s US Aggregate Index, a broad-based unmanaged bond index that is generally considered to be representative of the performance of the investment grade, US dollar
denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market.
• The Bloomberg Barclay’s US Corporate High Yield Index, which covers the USD-denominated, non-investment grade, fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market.
An index is a portfolio of specific securities, the performance of which is often used as a benchmark in judging the relative performance to certain asset classes. Index performance used
throughout is intended to illustrate historical market trends and performance. Indexes are managed and do not incur investment management fees. An investor is unable to invest in an
index. Their performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. No strategy assures success or protects against loss. There is no guarantee
that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk. All investing involves risk including loss
of principal. Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal, and potential liquidity of the investment in a falling market. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.
Credit Select Risk-Managed: Strategy Definition & Disclosure
The Credit Select Risk-Managed Strategy has an inception date of March 31, 2006 and consists of fee-paying, fully discretionary accounts under active management at WST that adhere to
the Credit Select Risk-Managed strategy. The strategy has the flexibility to invest in any combination of high yield bonds, intermediate U.S. Government securities, and short-term treasuries,
or 100% in short-term treasuries. This strategy is generally implemented through the trading of mutual funds or exchange-traded funds. Prior to January 1, 2011 accounts that used
exchange traded funds were excluded from the strategy group of accounts, only accounts that traded open end mutual funds were included. Beginning January 1, 2011, the strategy group
of accounts includes accounts using open end mutual funds and exchange traded funds. Eligible accounts are included in the strategy group of accounts in the month following the month
of account inception. Closed accounts are included through the completion of the last full month. Prior to December 31, 2016, the Credit Select Risk Managed strategy was known as WST
Asset Manager – U.S. Bond. Prior to December, 2009, the Credit Select Risk-Managed Strategy was referred to by WST as the DAA High Yield Strategy, from December 2009 to December,
2012, it was referred to by WST as the WST Dynamic Total Return Strategy, and from December 2012 to May, 2013, as the Dynamic Portfolio Manager – Total Return Bond Strategy. Results
portrayed reflect the reinvestment of dividends, capital gains and other earnings when appropriate. During the period(s) shown, there were no material market or economic conditions which
affected the results portrayed. With the exception of several market corrections during the period(s), the overall market as measured by the S&P 500 was generally rising. If such trends are
broken, the clients may experience real capital losses in their managed accounts. The performance results portrayed during the period: 3/31/2006 (strategy inception)-12/31/2010 relate
only to a limited group of the adviser’s clients selected based on suitability and risk tolerance. This factor would not have a material effect on performance but could lead to the termination
of the strategy group of accounts in the event of significant outflows.
General Disclosure
Wilbanks, Smith & Thomas Asset Management (WST) is an investment adviser registered under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Registration as an investment adviser does not imply
any level of skill or training. The information presented in the material is general in nature and is not designed to address your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs.
Prior to making any investment decision, you should assess, or seek advice from a professional regarding whether any particular transaction is relevant or appropriate to your individual
circumstances. This material is not intended to replace the advice of a qualified tax advisor, attorney, or accountant. Consultation with the appropriate professional should be done before
any financial commitments regarding the issues related to the situation are made.
This document is intended for informational purposes only and should not be otherwise disseminated to other third parties. Past performance or results should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of future performance or results, and no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance or results. This document does not
constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any security, future or other financial instrument or product. This material is proprietary and being provided on a
confidential basis, and may not be reproduced, transferred or distributed in any form without prior written permission from WST. WST reserves the right at any time and without notice to
change, amend, or cease publication of the information. The information contained herein includes information that has been obtained from third party sources and has not been
independently verified. It is made available on an "as is" basis without warranty and does not represent the performance of any specific investment strategy.
Some of the information enclosed may represent opinions of WST and are subject to change from time to time and do not constitute a recommendation to purchase and sale any security
nor to engage in any particular investment strategy. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed for accuracy.

